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Executive Summary 

Mai Finance engaged Cloakwire to perform a series of security tests against the Qi DAO protocol and its 

relevant systems in order to determine the overall strength of the protocol’s security posture. Mai Finance 

requested that a Smart Contract Audit also be performed against the most recent version of smart contracts 

developed for Qi DAO as part of this series of services. 

In total, there were six services to be performed as part of this comprehensive audit. The original list of 

services to be performed is as follows:

 External Vulnerability Assessment 

 External Penetration Test 

 Internal Vulnerability Assessment 

 Internal Penetration Test 

 Smart Contract Audit 

 Best Practices Review

Through continued discussion and communication throughout the process of the audit, it was determined 

that both the Internal Vulnerability Assessment and Internal Penetration Test services were not a good fit 

for Mai Finance / Qi DAO as there is no traditional internal network to perform such services against. All 

external-facing systems communicate directly with the blockchain, and all systems used for development of 

the smart contracts and web-applications exist within the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) paradigm. 

As such, these services were stricken from the list of services to be performed, and as these specific services 

were subsidized by a prominent investor in Qi DAO, or by Cloakwire, this did not present any conflict. 

However, it should be noted that additional time was applied to the services that were performed as planned. 

Additionally, it should be noted that the Best Practices Review was not performed in the traditional sense as 

there were no documented practices or standard operating procedures (SOPs) to be reviewed. Instead, 

Cloakwire opted to produce a framework which details a series of documents that should be produced based 

on our experience with previous cryptocurrency or blockchain-oriented projects. 

Furthermore, there were no findings to present from the External Vulnerability Assessment service, and 

therefore there is no section of this report dedicated to that service. 

Overall, Cloakwire has found that the security posture of the Qi DAO protocol is in good health. All findings 

discovered during the External Penetration Test and the Smart Contract Audit were informational in nature 

and did not represent a high degree of criticality. While there is no pass or fail associated with an unregulated 

project undergoing security testing, it is the professional opinion of Cloakwire that Mai Finance / Qi DAO has 

demonstrated a good understanding of the importance of security and the role it plays for them. Mai Finance 

has been very receptive to all remediation steps presented and will work to correct all issues observed 

during this comprehensive audit.  
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External Penetration Test and Vulnerability Assessment 

This section provides the External Penetration Test narrative, and details all findings discovered during both 

external engagements.  

Findings found during this engagement might be deemed informational and lack any critical severity. It is 

still important to address these findings in a timely manner, as remediation is often trivial. Informational 

findings may escalate to higher severity in the future if left unaddressed indefinitely, and thus are included 

in this report. Please note that the External Vulnerability Assessment did not present any. 

External Penetration Test Narrative 

Cloakwire initiated the External Web Application Pentest by utilizing Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT) to 

perform Open-Source Reconnaissance to understand the MAI Finance web application, externally. 

Specifically, Cloakwire investigated GitHub to fingerprint any repository or code that mentioned MAI URI’s. 

Several references were discovered, however, only two repositories were of interest to this engagement: 

the QiDao Stablecoin repository (https://github.com/0xlaozi/qidao) and the MAI Finance Subgraph 

(https://github.com/GalloDaSballo/mai-finance-subgraph). 

After concluding OSINT gathering, Cloakwire began assessing the MAI Finance application by connecting a 

new MetaMask wallet to interact with the application (https://app.mai.finance). Cloakwire immediately 

discovered no protections from spoofing this site within a Hyper-Text Markup Language (HTML) iframe or 

reverse proxy (a technique known as Clickjacking or User Interface (UI) Redressing). It is common for 

attackers to leverage this lack of protection to deploy phishing campaigns and to scam users for profit. 

Figure 1, located below, displays Cloakwire loading the MAI application in a Cloakwire crafted HTML 

document to emulate a real-world attacker-controlled and crafted HTML document. 
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Figure 1: Clickjacking the MAI Application 

Cloakwire found that the MAI application is primarily written in JavaScript and most functionality to be 

existing within the Document Object Module (DOM). As such, most of the assessment became focused on 

discovering and reverse-engineering the JavaScript code. 

Once endpoints and URL patterns were discovered, Cloakwire expanded to leveraging the information gained 

in discovering and reverse-engineering to enumerate through vault properties such as Rewards and Airdrop 

items. Cloakwire investigated one unearthed endpoint (/monitor) which did not appear on the user interface 

but did exist in the JavaScript. Upon deeper inspection of the endpoint, Cloakwire discovered that this 

endpoint listed vaults that were close to liquidation. 
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Figure 2 displays the monitor endpoint for MATIC vaults. 

 

Figure 2: Monitor Endpoint for Vaults 

This insight provided Cloakwire with intimate knowledge of how URL formatting for vault listings functions. 

Cloakwire was then able to iterate through each vault by changing the vault id parameter. 

Figure 3 below shows Cloakwire listing one such vault. 

 

Figure 3: Enumerating Vaults 
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In addition to this, Cloakwire utilized the MAI Finance Subgraph from GitHub to list account values. Figure 

4 shows queries performed by Cloakwire during this engagement. 

 

Figure 4: MAI Finance Graph Displaying Queries 

Cloakwire utilized these queries to gain a list of account IDs to enumerate through the API 

(https://api.mai.finance)  functions found (getAddressVaultRewards and getAddressEQiAirdrop).  
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Figure 5 displays Cloakwire iterating through each of the account ID’s and successful exfiltration of the vault 

rewards for each.  

 

Figure 5: Getting Vault Rewards for each Account ID 

Furthermore, Cloakwire was able to identify the bytecode of the smart contracts within the DOM, in addition 

to the Vercel staging URL and repo identifier. Figure 6 shows the Vercel information while Figure 7 shows 

one of the decompiled smart contracts that Cloakwire uncovered.  
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Figure 6: Vercel Information 

 

Figure 7: Decompiled Smart Contract 
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Cloakwire found many avenues that may lead to an information disclosure if the intent was to keep this 

information hidden. However, a significant security concern lies with the ability to do UI redressing or 

Clickjacking, as it is a common attack vector used in phishing and scamming. An attacker could be enabled 

to trick a user into a site that communicates with MAI Finance but in the background, hijacks the execution 

flow. For a practical example, an attacker could load an additional JavaScript file to load a different QR code 

when sending money to a vault.  
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External Findings 

EXT.01: Clickjacking – “UI Redressing Attack” 

Affected Assets 

Name Description 

app.mai.finance Main 
application 

staging.mai.finance Staging 
application 

 

Finding 

Cloakwire found that the web applications running (app.mai.finance, staging.mai.finance) did not 

prevent an attacker from performing a Clickjacking / User Interface (UI) Redressing Attack. 

A UI Redressing Attack is a malicious technique of tricking a user into clicking on something different from 

what the user perceives. This potentially reveals confidential information or allows others to maliciously take 

control of the user’s computer while they click on seemingly innocuous objects. These objects may include 

web pages and JavaScript. 

In Figure 8 below, Cloakwire is demonstrating this attack in a proof of concept (PoC). 

 

Figure 8: MAI Finance Website within a Malicious Site PoC 
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In a real-world application, the attacker could be able to modify most aspects of the Document Object Model 

(DOM). This includes, for example, the QR code generated for wallets. 

Remediation 

Cloakwire recommends that MAI utilize X-FRAME-Options headers on the webserver deploying the MAI 

application. Potential options that would work for this setting are SAMEORIGIN or ALLOW-FROM uri. 

Additional Resources 

OWASP - Clickjacking Defense Cheat Sheet: 

https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/Clickjacking_Defense_Cheat_Sheet.html 
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EXT.02: Exposure of Information through API Functions 

Affected Assets 

 

 

 

Finding 

Cloakwire identified that the functions getAddressEQiAirdrop and getAddressVaultRewards allow a user 

with a connected wallet to iterate through addresses. Ultimately, this allowed Cloakwire to enumerate 

addresses, find Rewards and Airdrops for each address. 

Figure 9 below demonstrates Cloakwire enumerating through addresses and viewing the airdrop information. 

 

Figure 9: Enumerating Addresses on MAI API 

Remediation 

Cloakwire recommends that MAI utilize access controls to limit these APIs to only the addresses that need 

to be viewed by the requesting client. While blockchain transactions are intended to be viewable by the 

world, it’s unclear if these parts of MAI should be viewable or not. 

 

Name Description 

api.mai.finance/getAddressEQiAirdrop MAI Finance API 

api.mai.finance/getAddressVaultRewards MAI Finance API 
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EXT.03: Exposure of Information through Source Code 

Affected Assets 

 

 

 

Finding 

Cloakwire found that the JavaScript used to build the MAI web application contained information such as 

the Vercel git author, repo ID, and deployment URL. Additionally, Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) bytecode 

and opcodes are also embedded within the source code.  

While each contract can be viewed on the blockchain, if the intent of embedding the bytecode and opcodes 

is to be obfuscated, this design is not adequate. Anyone can utilize an EVM decompiler and see what the 

contract is doing on a code level. 

Figure 10 depicts the Vercel disclosure while Figure 11 shows a decompiling of a MAI smart contract. 

 

Figure 10: Vercel Information Disclosure 

Name Description 

App.mai.finance Production MAI Finance 

Staging.mai.finance Staging MAI Finance 
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Figure 11: MAI Smart Contract Decomplication 

Remediation 

Cloakwire recommends that MAI ensure that the information being disclosed in the source code is relevant 

and necessary to running and deploying the current codebase. Additionally, while not perfect, JavaScript 

code can be obfuscated to further hinder acquisition of information.  
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EXT.04: Exposure of Vaults through Monitor URI 

Affected Assets 

 

 

 

 

 

Finding 

Cloakwire found that the monitor URL (Staging.mai.finance/monitor) contained a list of all vaults and 

their value and potential liquidation value. Additionally, due to the nature of this list, it also allowed Cloakwire 

to view and iterate through vaults. 

Figure 12 below displays the monitor liquidation vaults.  

 

Figure 12: Monitor Vaults with Potential Liquidation 

  

Name Description 

App.mai.finance/monitor Production Liquidation Monitor 

App.mai.finance/vault/ Production Vaults 

Staging.mai.finance/monitor Staging Liquidation Monitor 

Staging.mai.finance/vault/ Staging Vaults 
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Due to the nature of being able to see vaults, Cloakwire had access to a range of vaults to query. As such, 

Figure 13 below shows Cloakwire viewing vaults just by iterating the vault number. 

 

Figure 13:Iterating Through Vaults 

Remediation 

Cloakwire recommends that MAI utilize access controls to limit access to different vaults if this was not 

intended to be viewed by all parties.  
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Qi DAO Smart Contract Audit 

This section details all findings observed while performing the Smart Contract Audit against the newest 

version of code (v0.8.9) for the Qi DAO smart contracts.  

As previously mentioned, while many of these findings are informational in nature, it is still important to 

address them where possible, especially if remediation is trivial. 
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Qi DAO Smart Contract Audit Findings 

SMA.01: Sensitive Setter Functions do not Emit an Event 

Affected Assets 

 

Finding 

The contract should emit events for accounting tracking. Throughout the protocol, Qi DAO avoids usage of 

such constructs.  

Remediation  

To emit an event for setter functions (e.g., functions which set a user value in some way), the following 

steps must be performed:  

1. An event must be declared 

2. That event must be emitted 

An example emittance would appear as follows:  

//Declare an Event 

event Deposit(address indexed _from, bytes32 indexed _id, uint _value); 

//Emit an event 

emit Deposit(msg.sender, _id, msg.value); 

Code Block 1: Emittance Example 

 

  

Name Description 

Lines Throughout. Each function within “set” as a prefix within the name (approximately 58 
instances) should be examined. These functions can be located through the search term 
“function set”, which will return all relevant instances. No line exists for these entries as 
each of these changes would be additive (e.g., needs to be implemented). 
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SMA.02: Administrative Functions can Possess More Specific Failure Messages 

Affected Assets 

 

 

 

 

 

Finding  

Multiple instances of “ser pls no hack” can be replaced with relevant error messages. 

Remediation  

Adding more verbose failure messages can take many forms, but contextually relevant error messages 

should contain details on what value is not sufficient, and in what way it is not sufficient (Is a role not 

privileged? Is an amount too large?) 

  

Name Description 

Lines Lines 40, 45, 50 (liquidator.sol) 

Lines 28, 33, 38, 43 (miStableDai.sol) 

Lines 29, 34, 39, 44 (miStableUSDT.sol) 

Lines 29, 34, 39, 44 (usdcSwap.sol) 
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SMA.03: Overly Permissive Administrative Roles 

Affected Assets 

 

Finding  

Multiple instances exist wherein administrative roles should be decoupled into a granular permissions model 

(wherein each action possesses a singular role). 

Remediation  

Establish granular permissions on a per function-verb (e.g., getX, setY) permission basis. In the case of 

permissive roles that fall within a “bucket” of permissions (e.g., the Owner role, Operator role), execution 

should be tasked to a multi-signature wallet. 

  

Name Description 

Lines All contracts which utilize onlyOperator or similar functionality. No specific line 
number is impacted as the control of these roles exists outside of the contract. 
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SMA.04: Commented Out Code Remains in Final Version 

Affected Assets 

 

 

 

Finding 

Commented out code should be removed from the production version.  

Remediation 

Remove commented out code 

  

Name Description 

Lines Throughout 
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SMA.05: Hardcoded Addresses Should Possess a Setter Function 

Affected Assets 

 

 

Finding 

There are many areas in which smart contract addresses are explicitly hardcoded (primarily external entities 

like Uniswap) which can be replaced with setter functions with a change history (e.g., an emittance).  

Remediation 

Adding relevant setter functions requires an understanding of the values being set, the parameters which 

that value may or may not be set to. 

  

Name Description 

Lines Throughout 
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SMA.06: Lack of Consistency in Solidity Version  

Affected Assets 

 

 

 

Finding 

Contracts within the repository lack a singular Solidity version. As structural changes may occur between 

these versions, we suggest consolidating to a singular cohesive version (ideally as recent as possible). 

Versions used range from 0.4.x to 0.7.x.  

Remediation  

Stabilizing on an updated known good version (ideally 0.8.x) should be utilized. These versions receive the 

most recent and up-to-date fixes as required. 

 

  

Name Description 

Lines 1 (first line of each contract) of the 
contracts in Appendix B 
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SMA.07: Addition of New LP Could Result in Reward Miscalculation 

Affected Assets 

 

 

 

Finding 

Similar to the SushiSwap contract it inherits from, StakingRewards.sol does not presently have a 

methodology by which LP’s added twice can be easily removed and properly reset. As the contract explicitly 

states “DO NOT add the same LP token more than once. Rewards will be messed up if you do”. 

While mitigations could exist (such as logging which LP have been added so far in a boolean mapping), 

these are not explicitly necessary if the contract owner is careful to not add any LP twice. 

Remediation  

While numerous potential options exist, a mapping of existing LPs could suffice in that it could serve as a 

check if a previously added LP is being added again. This could be accomplished via an array in which a 

boolean is written for each new LP entering the process. 

  

Name Description 

Lines 141 – 155 
(StakingRewards.sol) 
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SMA.08: Gelato Network Appears Out of Date 

Affected Assets 

 

 

 

Finding 

The address as referenced within the code (0x00e8f432b33D1C550E02Ff55c8413Fd50a931c39) does not 

match the official reference documentation for Gelato. 

    require(msg.sender ==  

address(0x00e8f432b33D1C550E02Ff55c8413Fd50a931c39), "Gelatofied: Only  

gelato"); 

Code Block 2: Gelato Reference 

Remediation       

Update address to that which belongs in present reference material on Gelato’s documentation site. 

 

  

Name Description 

Lines 26 
(automation.sol) 
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SMA.09: Lack of Consistency in Variable Naming  

Affected Assets 

 

 

 

Finding 

The methodology by which variables are named varies throughout the contracts. In some instances, 

variables are camel case, others snake case, others with no discernable internal structure whatsoever.  

Remediation  

Establish and utilize a style-guide. Examples include the Solidity style guide, which has multiple linter 

solutions present.   

Name Description 

Lines Throughout 
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Appendix A: Qi DAO Directory Structure 

8 directories, 52 files 

├── LICENSE 

├── README.md 
├── contracts 
│   ├── GSN 
│   │   └── context.sol 
│   ├── IMyVault.sol 
│   ├── IStakingRewards.sol 
│   ├── MyVault.sol 
│   ├── MyVaultV2.sol 
│   ├── MyVaultV3.sol 
│   ├── Owned.sol 
│   ├── Pausable.sol 
│   ├── PriceSource.sol 
│   ├── QiPowah.sol 
│   ├── QiStablecoin.sol 
│   ├── Stablecoin.sol 
│   ├── StakingRewards.sol 
│   ├── VaultMetaProvider.sol 
│   ├── VaultMetaRegistry.sol 
│   ├── automation.sol 
│   ├── camAave.sol 
│   ├── camToken.sol 
│   ├── camWMatic.sol 
│   ├── eQi.sol 
│   ├── erc20Stablecoin 
│   │   ├── erc20QiStablecoin.sol 
│   │   └── erc20Stablecoin.sol 
│   ├── erc20Stablecoin-wbtc 
│   │   ├── erc20QiStablecoin-camwbtc.sol 
│   │   ├── erc20QiStablecoin-wbtc.sol 
│   │   ├── erc20Stablecoin-cam-wbtc.sol 
│   │   └── erc20Stablecoin-wbtc.sol 
│   ├── interfaces 
│   │   ├── IAToken.sol 
│   │   ├── IAaveIncentivesController.sol 
│   │   ├── IERC20.sol 
│   │   ├── ILendingPool.sol 
│   │   ├── IStablecoin.sol 
│   │   ├── IStakingRewards.sol 
│   │   ├── IUniswapV2Pair.sol 
│   │   ├── IVaultMetaProvider.sol 
│   │   └── IVaultMetaRegistry.sol 
│   ├── liquidator.sol 
│   ├── miStableDai.sol 
│   ├── miStableUSDT.sol 
│   ├── qidao.sol 
│   ├── registry.sol 
│   └── usdcSwap.sol 
├── hardhat.config.ts 
├── images│   ├── mimatic-red.png 
│   └── qi.png 
├── oracles 
│   └── shareOracle.sol 
├── package-lock.json 
├── package.json 
├── scripts 
│   ├── call.ts 
│   └── deploy-miMATIC.ts 
└── tsconfig.json 
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Appendix B: Solidity Version Finding 

GSN 
context.sol 
IMyVault.sol 
IStakingRewards.sol 
MyVault.sol 
MyVaultV2.sol 
MyVaultV3.sol 
Owned.sol 
Pausable.sol 
PriceSource.sol 
QiPowah.sol 
QiStablecoin.sol 
Stablecoin.sol 
StakingRewards.sol 
VaultMetaProvider.sol 
VaultMetaRegistry.sol 
automation.sol 
camAave.sol 
camToken.sol 
camWMatic.sol

eQi.sol 
erc20Stablecoin 
erc20QiStablecoin.sol 
erc20Stablecoin.sol 
erc20Stablecoin-wbtc 
erc20QiStablecoin-
camwbtc.sol 
erc20QiStablecoin-wbtc.sol 
erc20Stablecoin-cam-
wbtc.sol 
erc20Stablecoin-wbtc.sol 
interfaces 
IAToken.sol 
IAaveIncentivesController.s
ol 
IERC20.sol 
ILendingPool.sol 
IStablecoin.sol 
IStakingRewards.sol 
IUniswapV2Pair.sol 
IVaultMetaProvider.sol 
IVaultMetaRegistry.sol 
liquidator.sol 

miStableDai.sol 
miStableUSDT.sol 
qidao.sol 
registry.sol 
usdcSwap.sol 
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Appendix C: Mai Finance Documentation Framework 

1. Employee Endpoints 
1.1. Technical Controls 

1.1.1. Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)  
1.1.2. Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) 
1.1.3. Secure Secrets Management 
1.1.4. Privilege Account Management (PAM) 
1.1.5. Bring Your Own Device Policy (BYOD) 

1.2. Awareness 
1.2.1. Log Management 
1.2.2. Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) Integration 
1.2.3. Phishing Awareness 

2. Servers 
2.1. Technical Controls 

2.1.1. Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)  
2.1.2. Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) 
2.1.3. Secure Secrets Management 
2.1.4. Privilege Account Management (PAM) 

2.2. Awareness 
2.2.1. Log Management 
2.2.2. Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) Integration 

3. Cloud 
3.1. Technical Controls 

3.1.1. Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)  
3.1.2. Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) 
3.1.3. Secure Secrets Management 
3.1.4. Privilege Account Management (PAM) 

3.2. Awareness 
3.2.1. Log Management 
3.2.2. Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) Integration 

4. Visibility 
4.1. Security Orchestration Automation and Response (SOAR) 
4.2. Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) 
4.3. Log Management 

5. Development 
5.1. Application Pentest 
5.2. Code Review 
5.3. DevSecOps 
5.4. Application Hardening 

6. Continuous Security 
6.1.1. Phishing Awareness Training 
6.1.2. Phishing Exercises 

6.2. Red Team / Pentest 
6.2.1. Remediation 

6.3. Vulnerability Assessment 
6.3.1. Remediation 

7. Threat Hunt / Purple Team 
7.1. Collaborative Debrief

 


